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Topic: Dominica’s 40
th

 anniversary of independence is a call for reflection. The invaluable 

lesson learnt over this forty year period should be used as a guiding map for plotting the future of 

our country. Discuss. 

 

Ever since Dominica gained independence on November 3, 1978, we have been faced 

with numerous challenges as well as significant strides in our island’s development. Political 

skirmishes and upheavals, Debilitating storms and hurricanes, and monoculture are some major 

areas that have served to teach us invaluable lessons, which the nation should use as a guide in 

forging the way forward.  

Dominica’s democracy was immediately tested less than a year after our independence.  

On May 29, Dominicans protested against two controversial bills. The violence escalated and led 

to several injuries and a death.  CANA News, 2014, informs that the May 29 incident led to a 

constitutional downfall of the Patrick John regime, on Friday, June 22 1979. The general strike 

called by the unions on the island paralyzed the country for nearly one month (DNO, 2012).  The 

following year there was an attempted coup by the Patrick John regime. The key lesson that 

should be learnt from this and the other following political upheavals, by all Dominicans and 

especially to successive leaders, is that democratic rights must be adhered to and upheld. The 

masses must be listened to, for they have an integral say in the creation of the laws of the land. 

Another lesson which can be learnt from these experiences is the impact of economic 

repercussions brought on by strikes, protests and riots. This is evident with the latest spate of 

political upheaval with the Salisbury protests in May and June, 2015 and more recently in 2017 

with the UWP protests in Roseau.   
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The resiliency, strength and unity as a people were also put to the test with the passage of 

two deadly hurricanes and a storm.  Hurricane David was the first which occurred in August 29, 

1979, one year after obtaining independence. Hurricane David caught many Dominicans off 

guard due to the fact that technology was not as advanced as it now is and the warning messages 

were not as far reaching or even understood. Therefore the outcome of the destruction wrought 

on the barely unsuspecting islanders was horrible, but the response to such adversity, paved the 

way to a better coordination in the future.  This future may have been far, but all too soon for the 

generation who had to endure David, when Tropical Storm Erika bore down on an unsuspecting 

Dominica, destroying nearly 20 % of the island and claiming several lives, in 2015.  

Additionally, in 2017, Hurricane Maria rivaled David’s ferocity, leaving the country once again 

in ruins, and its people in despair. The lessons learnt were rather painful. One lesson is to reflect 

on our poor land use practices as the damage caused by Tropical Storm Erika, was brought on by 

landslides and flash floods. Nonetheless, we learned to become more vigilant, to pay better 

attention to the weather reports and advice, and, to be better prepared during the hurricane 

season.  We also became more unified, as people got together to assist those in need in the 

aftermath. Hurricane Maria further tested our resolve; in other words, whether we have the will 

to start over and continue. That horrible night on September 18, 2017, is one that will forever be 

ingrained in the minds of all Dominicans. Maria revealed the determination and our ability to 

bounce back from a natural disaster; as one year later, major strides have been made to restore 

the islands infrastructure, as less and less tarpaulin houses dot our landscapes. Massive cleanup 

campaigns have lead to debris free communities and the major road networks have been largely 

repaired in communities like Loubiere and Grandbay. We are being educated to engage in 

climate resilient practices in agriculture and infrastructure. Prime Minister Roosevelt Skerrit 
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stated in a speech on building resilience, “Climate change is real and we have to take all of the 

necessary human action to first mitigate against it but also to be more resilient in the event that 

we are visited by another such tragedy.” (DNO, 2012) He also described the 2017 Hurricane 

season as “Being on the frontline in war against climate change and has committed to making 

Dominica the first climate resilient nation.”(United Nations Development Programme,2018). 

By reflecting on the impact of natural disasters, we are better able to forge a way forward with 

hearts full of admiration and patriotism which this year’s theme “My Love, My Home, My 

Dominica”, entails. 

We did not only learn invaluable lessons from natural disasters. Within this 40 year span, 

we learnt invaluable economic lessons. Having thrived on an almost monoculture economy, 

Dominica’s economy grew during the banana boom.  However the disadvantages of having a 

mono economy soon became evident, in light of stricter measures and the gradual loss of the 

European markets.  We continue to make changes and forge ahead due to the lessons learnt. 

Dominica continues to move into a diversified economy; one that uses the natural and human 

resources of the island. The Nature Island is sold to tourist as we aim to find a niche in the eco 

tourism market, which will take advantage of our natural biodiversity, attributes and splendors.  

Through various organizations, like the Manufactures Association and NDFD (National 

Development Foundation of Dominica Ltd), nationals are encouraged to start up secondary or 

manufacturing enterprises which use our natural resources aimed at growth in export and job 

creation.  Dominica’s economy still needs to grow through diversification. Manufacturing and 

exporting of our products needs to be a primary focus, as experience has taught us that an 

economy that is diversified and export based is more resilient.  
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In order to effectively forge ahead in the future there are three major lessons our 40 year 

journey has imparted. They are: we should always be aware of the knowledge that natural 

disasters could happen anytime so we must be prepared by implementing climate resilient 

measures in the form of better land management practices and building stronger buildings. The 

second one is that democratic rule, in which the voice of the masses is adhered, will be towards 

the better governing of the island. Lastly, diversification is a must, as basing a country’s income 

on one cash generating industry and monoculture alone, could stagnate and even collapse the 

economy. This can be used to better our island using past experiences, lessons, and this year’s 

theme “My Love, My Home, My Dominica.” 
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